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1 Introduction

Currently available genome databases are grow-
ing exponentially in size1, making it difficult for
software analysis tools to keep up. A number
of hardware accelerators utilizing special purpose
VLSI [1] or reconfigurable hardware [2] have been
proposed. However, they are inflexible; support for
new applications usually requires a laborious re-
design. None of these accelerators can be easily
adapted to other applications that require differing
hardware resources.

The design philosophy of the Softcore Vector Pro-

cessor is based on two important goals: adaptabil-
ity and performance. Instruction based execution
allows programmable support for a large number
of algorithms. The fact that different classes of
applications require different subsets of hardware
resources, argues for a customizable hardware de-
sign built from primitives. The second goal was to
achieve programmability without sacrificing perfor-
mance. The SVP was designed to perform compet-
itively with full custom solutions available in the
market.

2 System Architecture

The SVP is designed to be part of a pipelined,
high throughput computation architecture. The
system architecture consists of one or more chained
Functional Units (FU) that performs a specific
transformation (algorithm) on the data stream.

Functional Unit: (Figure 1) A user pro-
grammable Instruction Controller (IC) broadcasts
instructions to a linear array of Processing Elements

(PEs) which support the Single Instruction stream

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/genbankstats.html
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Figure 1. The Softcore Vector Processor
Functional Unit

Multiple Data stream (SIMD) paradigm. The Mem-

ory Controller (MC) provides temporary storage for
the PEs and the IC, as well as playing a vital role
in providing access to data streams.

Instruction Controller: Instructions are
loaded from local, programmable instruction mem-
ory. There are two classes of instructions: those
broadcast to PEs, and those executed in the IC and
meant primarily to affect program flow (such as an
atomic loop instruction). An observation made dur-
ing the analysis of common sequence analysis algo-
rithms was that a large number of registers in the
PEs were used to store constants or base addresses
of tables in memory. These are instead moved to
IC registers and broadcast as an immediate operand
to all PEs. On our target application, instruction
register broadcast, reduced the number of registers
required on PEs by 40%.

Processing Element: Processing Elements
are resource efficient, independently operating core
computational units, that implement common op-
erations (such as MAX/MIN). Register files on the



Table 1. Comparative Performance
System Freq Mcups/ PEs/ Mcups/

(MHz) PE chip chip
SVP128 150 2.95 128 378
SVP32 150 3.22 32 103
Kestrel 20 0.78 64 50
Fuzion150 200 1.63 1536 2500
GeneM.2 192 5.21 192 1000

SVP are shared by two processing elements placed
adjacent to it. In addition to providing storage
space, they facilitate communication between PEs.
Conditional commands bmset and bmend delimit
blocks of code that are to be executed on a subset
of PEs, by operating on a special 8-bit mask register
in each PE. bmset compares two operand registers
and performs a bit left shift and set operation on
the mask register if the condition is satisfied. The
logical and of all bits in the register is used to switch
it on or off.

Memory Controller: The memory controller
provides concurrent read/write access to temporary
storage for the PEs and the IC. Memory may be or-
ganized in distributed or shared fashion. We make
use of replicated block RAM storage for this pur-
pose. An important function of the memory con-
troller is to provide stream processing capabilities
to the PEs. Input and output stream FIFOs are
memory mapped in the address space of the memory
controller. This provides the programmer access to
streams using the same load/store instruction used
to access on chip memory.

3 Performance

The Smith-Waterman algorithm [3] is used to
compare two DNA or protein sequences for similar-
ity, in the hope of detecting common features. We
have implemented a fine-grained parallel version of
the Smith-Waterman algorithm on the SVP16 sim-
ulation on Modelsim. We extrapolate performance
numbers based on this to larger configurations. To
quantify its performance we define the measure Mil-
lions of Cell Updates per Second (MCUPS), which
represents the number of matrix cells that can be
computed per second. We compare the performance
of the SVP with varying numbers of 16-bit wide
PEs: 32 and 128, estimated to run at 150 MHz on
a single Xilinx Vertex 4 VLX200 part.

Table 1 compares the performance of the SVP
against other systems that run Smith-Waterman.
The Kestrel and Fuzion 150 are software pro-
grammable (but not hardware customizable) par-
allel processors built on custom ASICs. The SVP
provides the best performance per PE compared to
the other programmable architectures. The per chip
performance numbers are between two and seven
times better than the Kestrel system. The Paracel
GeneMatcher2 is an FPGA based custom solution
to accelerating Smith-Waterman. Although Gene-
Matcher2 out-performs all of the previously men-
tioned designs, its architecture lacks the flexibility
of a programmable processor. Since the Kestrel uses
8-bit data widths, we synthesized an 8-bit variant
using 256 processing elements running at an esti-
mated 120 MHz. This implies that the SVP can
potentially double its performance by simply reduc-
ing the result precision to match the Kestrel.

4 Conclusion

The SVP was designed to be a high-performance
programmable system. We believe its stream pro-
cessing capabilities and its ease of programming
will allow us to run a large class of applications.
The design choice of targeting FPGAs and the cor-
responding hardware customizability afforded, will
enable us to incrementally add to the compute ca-
pabilities, while still maintaining comparable per-
formance with the state of the art.
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